


Theoo are, I roaind,youp two oeparate items. one the Aoole, as you call it and then 
the Timm -ing, as do. 'ink'o book was not out for shout =other year. But woo the 
lIvaxoz ou0000tod exOloostioo the basins:3h o' the oeua nevin4 into the foroe that hit it? 
Ry menory has,  misled me. I thOught the idea originateO with ulsOoo 

When the! loPPeared  i read some of the books on the wo enhaimer case. Alvarez' name 
then asant notbino to re. Thu soy they contain usflattoriog portraits. Are you soyOng he 
is one of those who went after 0 and io doing it presented hizsolf in this unflattering 
way to taros., who wrote later? by own view is thoo what happaned to 0 was koCortbyism in 
its more principled aspoots. You need not agree but vith this my opinion if Olyarez k 
joint in the political boo =dm/ that is a zolf-portrait to ma. 

Not inconaiotont with bin Operation Jacpn career. I've foroottoo tbo details of it. 
The Misnehower phrase is ilttaryoIndixtrial complex.. My rocolloction is that this was 
big brains justifying evailothing (that I would nbt justify). 

There is an undercurrent of dafonoivonsoo in your gruf where you oay of course a 
melon is not a bowl. I'm not a nuientiat and I'm not going to go through all that business 
again but I am saying that an eirrizanos griao of the scientific worl lonowe batter than the 
experiment of w Soh you were part. I'n glad to know thatSoder and sagas, of whoa I have 
no r000lloction, agree with ny chicken-formeee notion that with the bone iu it the OkulI 
is relatively rigid. There is much more that oan be anid than. this. Mora than the ab?ence 
of replacement of bone, nerves, attachaent, etc. But this fron a ?Lobel laureate and it is 
called science? Ion and Oiscn were kids, perhaps ovoruhalmed by hie roputation. 

You do not reopond to my question about whore is th,1 melon the shots were ainea and 
about even with an unattached melon would you exp.tet the. same rt:action if the force were 
appliaa in the mid-le as you uon4d get with it aktaisd ut the top. eie have leaned ouch 
since what I remember as the tiro of those dhootings. 

I like 	Lewhall and I've never fouod him irroipoaaible. If I'V6 forgotoon that 
uouvoraatioo what you says an undtratutemot of what I thought. Lordner is undoratating 
oonsiderably and enprmoualy. I do not ask why. It is 000nt comfort to find that just 
about everyone who haa had any contact with the c000itee has coneround to my surly 
Opinion-anO prodictiona. (I have not seen the Bawls story but 'Po cooriolont it it also undarstatied.) Iheoe interruptions just seem like they'll not anti. One told mo that the 
committee has issued a VEADUOUS prseo release attackiag invie for not waiting another 8 oonths 
to see that by then they do not have what they now want belOaved at long loot they hove. 
oaothe in toot thoae who can got other jobs aro looking, it is not just on 441 and the 
news stories. but on the stories I presunr.,  the reporters begin with the assumption that 
they must be timid to gat pint do ..oskm sal then the desks eviscerate than =ore. hi 
imprescAon of 4%18 in that he is a c.:) yd person end at first-rate reporter. 

4'11 be out there briefly in a little owor a week. I have no schedule. I'm going to 
Dalian for none 1PCIA work and then to LAfor other work. I expect to go to SF just lone 
enouoh to has the 'bites. Hal has been silent, uoreepoative. for ovary. Thanks and best,. 
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June 1, 1977 

Dear Harold, 

Thanks for your letter of the 27th. 
I only have a single copy of the Alvarez preprint, so I have Xeroxed 

the front and back xmax covers for you (along with the first page). When 
kt the published version came out, I checked it against the preprint, and my recollection is that there were no non-trivial changes. 

I've also enclosed the cover page from my tukai thesis, which shows 
the same contract number. I'm pretty sure that is a general contract covering 
all the work of the Lab. 

Yes, I would be surprised if ERDA authorized Alvarez to use any money 
for this project. In fact, if I wouldn't be surprised if they had no knowledge 
of this work until it was done and written up! (Of course I have no evidence 
on this point.) 

I have no doubt that there could be a major story in how the NAA was (mis)handled. That is probably an unrelated story, I would guess. 
My recollection is that I had very little to do with Alvarez' first 

interest in the Z film (which led to the much-maligned, thanks to CBS) "jiggle" theory. My ram office-mate at the time, who spent quite a hit of time talking about the JFK case with me, was one of the Emil students who frequently talked with Alvarez over lunch or coffee; I wasn't. I recall that there was so little contact at that time 0mA that when Alvarez wanted to check the film in the 26 volumes, he went to the law library and didn't even contact me. 
His interest in the head snap started after he asked me what the single most convincing piece of evidence for a conspiracy was. I told him about the head snap and (I think) loaned him Tink's book. He came up with a suggested explanation, and then Olson and Buckingham joined us in testing it experimen- tally. 
I don't know anything about Rmxtium Project Jason, so I can't help you on that. 
For what it's worth, ymaxaxexastxtka the WC critics are not the first 

people to find Alvarez difficult, arrogant, or whatever. If you check some of the books on the Oppenheimer case and other events of that period, you will find some quite unflattering portraits. Actually, he's mellowed quite a bit in the last 10 years or so. But I do think that's all irrelevant to our major concerns. 
Of course a head is not the same as a melon, and we weren't trying to 

simulate a head in detail. Let me try ultzkitur stating my understanding of 
what the Alvarez experiment has established: if the WC critics are to argue that the head shot could not have come from the rear, we cannot do so simply from a general principle ("A target always goes away from the gun") but must base the argument al on the specific properties of the skull, the bullet,-44* FemstOPLi and the motion which distinguish them from the situation in the Alvarez experiment. The most persuasive criticism I recall hearing (and I think it came from Soder or Sagan at Cornell) is that the relatively rigid skull (bone) would require more forward momentum to be imparted. But that is also a hypothesis, which would have to be tested experimentally. Maybe we can agree that the Zapruder film is not simple to it interpret (as people like Rep. Downing think), and that the proper scientific study to get all possible information from it has not been done. 

Jon Newhall of Zodiac News (who told me he had talked with you) gave me some auti details about the House Committee's interaction with Loran Hall which make the Committee look far worse than what was printed in Lardner's piece - which xx was bad enough. A couple of people from their investigative staff talked with me for an hour when tkax they were out here a couple of weeks ago, and did nothing to change my opinion that the Committee doesn't have its act together and is showing no signs of doing so in the wax near future. I saw you comments to Lardner when the last HSC report came out, and I thought they were well taken pointsm. 

Since? 
41 
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A PHYSICIST EXAMINES THE KENNEDY ASSASSINATION FILM 

Luis W. Alvarez 

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 
University of California 

Berkeley, California 94720 

Introduction: 

In the eleven years since the Warren Commission published its 26 
volume report

1 
on the assassination of President Kennedy, a controversy 

has continued over the validity of the Commission's findings. Dozens of 
books and countless articles have been written to show, for example, that 
Lee Harvey Oswald had nothing to do with the event, or that he was part of 
a conspiracy with the CIA or other parties in planning the assassination. 
Some of the books, such as Mark Lane's "Rush to Judgement,"

2 
were best 

sellers. In December 1966 Esquire published an article' listing thirty-five 
different theories that had been advanced by as many authors, each suggesting 
a variation on the Warren Commission's official scenario of the assassina-
tion. And since then, many more theories have appeared. 

In the light.of such a long history of unsettled controversy, the 
reader might well wonder why yet another author would feel moved to write 
on the subject. The reasons are quite simple; in the first place, I con-
tinue to read, and to hear on radio and television that "The laws of physics 
require that the President must have been shot from the front, whereas the 
Warren Commission places his assassin, Lee Harvey Oswald, behind him." 

Such statements involve the backward snap of the President's head, 
immediately after the shot that killed him. I will show, both theoretically 
and experimentally, that such statements are simply incorrect; the laws of 
physics are more in accord with the conclusions of the Warren Commission 
than they are with the theories of the critics. 
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